Custom solutions
for your moving business

www.interlineweb.it

About us

Our story begins in 1997 when a group of young managers
decided to start a new challenge, putting their own and thus creating INTERLINE. The company invests, since its inception, in the
concepts of quality, personalized care and support of its customers,
making these services their hallmark.

Mission
Make it different. Our mission is to create solutions “tailored”
for each individual customer. The will and the “leitmotiv” Interline
and his team are the ones to guide the customer in the choice of
product / service that best suits their needs, from initial consultation to after sales service.
Today a team of professionals follows with passion and experience
every single shipment to and from Italy and the world
At any time, for any need, customs services to logistics consulting,
from collection to distribution.

Road
International
A wide network of correspondents, a philosophy that unites us:
“long term relationship.” Only a lasting collaboration leads to
knowledge of the needs of each customer.
This is the GOAL that Interline arises with its
network of correspondents.

National
A network, with daily connections in different italian Hub.
Possibility of deliveries in 24 hours
in the italian territory, regardless of weight,
from envelopes to full truck.
Retail: deliveries capillary territory
to shops and shopping centers.
Possibility of management
of deliveries by appointment.

Express & Dedicated
In this case the goods travel on dedicated vehicles to minimize
transit times. Ability to “trace” the path of the media who make the
delivery, knowing at all times of the exact location of their goods.
Designed for customers who require maximum security
and guaranteed transit time guaranteed*

*in compliance with the rules laid down
by the Highway Code and the law CMR

Air
“Flying for you
all over the world”

Close collaboration with leading agents around the world,
we can offer to our customers a complete service.
From customs clearance to delivery, all over the world.
Service in major airports around the world, export opportunities
with ATA Carnet, exhibition services and returns management.
Possibility of accompanying the goods (hereinafter passenger)
for luxury goods and samples fair.

Ocean
Interline thought a maritime service
designed “to measure”.

From the consulting phase, we offer to our customers
best solution for each type of load.
Each order is handled by offering the customer the most valid
alternative between FCL and LCL,taking care of the delivery
to the port of destination or the final destination if required.
Full assistance in major Italian and international ports, with
management of each kind of product category.
From the small groupage to complete plants,
and from around the world

Logistic

Thanks to long-standing partnerships, Interline provides for
their customers integrated logistics solutions in differents dislocations
in Italy and Europe, customized for each customer and
for each type of goods:
Order Management
Pick & pack
Finishing
Bonded warehousing with
complete customs assistance
Labeling and document emission
INTRASTAT service
Retail

INTERNATIONAL

Services

Usa
Europe
Germany, Holand, France,
Austria, England,
Switzerland, Belgium,
Spain, Ireland, Portugal
Russia

NATIONAL
Como
Prato
Verona
Castel Maggiore (BO)

Added value

Quality and professionalism are the basis for us to provide
services “tailored” this is our added value:
we see in each customer a person “to dress”.
It should not be the person to adapt to the dress, but vice versa.
Thanks to the experience consolidated over the years, we offer our customers hanging garments transport and from around the world.
This is made possible by the use of special means perfectly equipped
for this type of transport. This allows us to handle with maximum flexibility shipments unlimited quantities.

Express & Dedicated
Interline handles express shipments for its customers
both in Europe and internationally.
Express service is dedicated to the urgent shipment of small
packages and in particular to the shipment of samples.
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